COUNCIL OF NORTHERN CAVING CLUBS
Important safety information about using CNCC descriptions and rigging topos
This MUST be read and understood by anyone using a CNCC-provided cave description or rigging topo
These descriptions and rigging topos are provided by the CNCC for use by experienced cavers only in assisting with trip planning and
route-finding on some of the popular sporting routes in our region. They are not exhaustive, they do not cover every passage or
feature, and details may have been greatly simplified to try to keep them concise and clear.
Great efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the information. Nonetheless, there are likely to be errors and
(over time) an increasing number of inaccuracies due to changes in the caves and the replacement of resin anchors. The descriptions
may also contain subjective viewpoints which could be open to misinterpretation. It is entirely incumbent upon all cavers to exercise
appropriate care and caution when going underground using these topos and descriptions, and to have researched the trip from
several other sources. Never make any safety critical decisions based on the information in these descriptions or topos.
Pull through trips must only ever be undertaken by cavers who are confident in finding the lower route out of the cave without a
description, and who understand the extra precautions demanded of such trips (e.g. carrying multiple ropes).
The rope lengths stated in the rigging topos are considered the minimum length required based on average rigging. There may be
errors, or your rigging may use more rope than anticipated. Therefore, it is critical that all ropes that are deployed for use have two
tightened knots in both ends, to mitigate against the risks associated with the ropes not reaching the bottom of pitches.
Difficulty ratings, or ‘grades’ have been omitted from these descriptions. All cavers must make their own informed judgements of
whether the cave is suitable for their capabilities, backed up by thorough research into the nature of the cave from numerous
sources and an understanding of the capabilities of others in your group.
Many in-site ropes and ladders are mentioned throughout the descriptions. These should only ever be considered navigational
markers and not safety critical belays. The CNCC does not install or maintain any fixed aids in caves other than the resin anchors
shown on the topos. Never trust your safety to a rope or ladder which is left in a cave. For resin anchors you must understand the
importance of belaying your rope to multiple anchors, including full traverse ropes leading to pitches, and always performing a preuse inspection on every anchor. If any resin anchor shows movement, or fracturing in the nearby rock, it must not be used.
Rigging must always be performed to avoid any rub points or other hazards. Rigging exactly as depicted in the rigging topos does not
guarantee a rub-free descent; this must be assessed and ensured by each individual caver on each pitch in every cave.
Many caves which are susceptible to danger from flooding have been highlighted in the descriptions. However, all caves, even
typically dry ones, can flood in various circumstances, and it is therefore critical that the experienced caver using these descriptions
makes their own judgement based on experience, extensive research and weather forecasts. Decisions to descend any cave after or
during wet weather, or when wet weather is forecast, should be made based on an informed judgement backed up by thorough
research from multiple sources. The critical moto which should be adhered to is “If in doubt, stay out!”
Although warnings are provided where there are some specific known hazards, the absence of a warning does not indicate that
there are no hazards. Caves can (and do) change over time. Furthermore, the CNCC does not perform routine inspections or surveys
of caves to look for specific hazards (e.g. loose rocks). All cavers are strongly advised to view the webpage on the CNCC website for
their chosen cave to check for any warnings that have come to our attention. Experienced cavers using these descriptions must
make their own evaluations for hazards throughout the duration of their trip and act appropriately to mitigate any risks.
Neither the author of the descriptions/topos or the CNCC will accept any responsibility for any damage, injury or loss (however
caused) resulting from the use, misuse or misinterpretation of information in these cave descriptions or rigging topos.
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The EASE GILL CAVERNS System

February 2018

These descriptions revolve around two central hubs in the cave:
Fall Pot: The central hub for the two major entrances at the downstream end of the system (Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot)
Stop Pot: The central hub for the four major entrances at the upstream end of the system (Wretched Rabbit, County Pot, Pool Sink, Top Sink)
Routes from each of these entrances to their respective central hub are given (and in many cases, reversed descriptions are also included for
convenience and for through-trips or exchange trips). A description of the route between these two hubs is also included to allow the system to
be fully navigated. Using these descriptions, it should be possible to perform any through/exchange trip between the entrances listed above, and a
variety of interesting round trips too. Simply pick and print out the sections required to cover your route. All trips should be accompanied by other
prior research and review of the survey, and you should always carry a secondary description in case these ones are not clear.
At present, the entrances on the east of Ease Gill (Mistral, Link, Pippikin, Peterson, Bye-George) are not covered by this guide.
There are many trips in Ease Gill Caverns which are suitable for fairly wet conditions (Lancaster Hole, Wretched Rabbit via Four Ways Chamber,
County Pot via Manchester Bypass and the entire high-level route between Fall Pot and Stop Pot). However, in wet weather the Main Drain should
be avoided (including at Eureka Junction), as should Cow Pot, Top Sink, Pool Sink and Wilf Taylo s Passage. In SERIOUSLY wet conditions (after
much persistent heavy rain) the entire system should be avoided as all areas have the potential to flood.

The following routes are covered here (with numbers relevant to route on above image, R = Reverse direction to that shown):

•
•
•
•

•

•

Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (1)
Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot via Wilf Taylors Passage ----------------------------------------------------------------------- (2)
Cow Pot to Fall Pot ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (3)
Routes from Fall Pot
▪
Fall Pot to Lancaster Hole --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (1R)
▪
Fall Pot to Cow Pot ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (3R)
▪
Fall Pot to Stake Pot and back to Fall Pot via Main Drain ------------------------------------------------------(4)
▪
Fall Pot to Stop Pot ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (5)
Upstream Ease Gill: County Pot, Wretched Rabbit, Pool Sink and Top Sink
▪ Wretched Rabbit to Stop Pot ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (6)
▪ County Pot to Stop Pot (via Manchester Bypass) ------------------------------------------------------------------ (7)
▪ County Pot to Stop Pot (via Spout Hall/Poetic Justice OR Upper Trident) ----------------------------------- (8)
▪ County Pot round trip via Mancunian Way, Ease Gill Aven and Molluscan Hall
(Not shown)
▪ Pool Sink to Stop Pot ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (9)
▪ Top Sink to Stop Pot ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (10)
Routes from Stop Pot
▪ Stop Pot to Wretched Rabbit ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (6R)
▪ Stop Pot to County Pot (via Manchester Bypass) ------------------------------------------------------------------ (7R)
▪ Stop Pot to County Pot (via Upper Trident only) ------------------------------------------------------------------- (8R)
▪ Stop Pot to Cow Pot and Lancaster Hole ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- (5R+1R)
▪ Stop Pot to Pippikin Pot ( ook Not fo the Fai t Hea ted recommended) --------------------------------- Not covered
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Location of all entrances covered in this guide:

NOTE: For through trips from one of the upstream entrances to Lancaster Hole, where it is necessary to pre-rig Lancaster Hole in advance, a route
south-east across the fell from Lancaster Hole to Ease Gill Beck can be taken followed by a walk up the riverbed for 15 minutes to reach the bridge
where the route suggested above descends from the fells.
Parking (all entrances): At the end of the public road near Bull Pot Farm or at Bull Pot Farm itself (car park to rear; check with any residents).
Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot: Grid reference SD 66430 80758 (Lancaster) and SD 66427 80857 (Cow)
From Bull Pot Farm follow the footpath south through the gate on the side of the house. The enclosure of Bull Pot of the Witches, a large open
pothole, is passed on the right after 100m. The path then bears left and goes steadily uphill for 400m and crosses the wall at a gate. Cross over,
turn left and follow the wall. After 250m on the left is a stile across the wall with the entrance to Cow Pot in the enclosure just over the stile. Just
before the stile turn right and follow down a shallow dry valley. The lidded entrance to Lancaster Hole is found amongst exposed limestone
boulders at the bottom of the valley approximately 100m from the Cow Pot stile.
County Pot, Wretched Rabbit, Pool Sink and Top Sink:
From Bull Pot Farm, walk up the ascending track (i.e. not through the gate on the side of the hut). At the top of the track a vague footpath across
the fell commences, marked by posts, some with fluorescent markers which have long since photobleached to provide minimal fluorescence. After
15 minutes (approx 800m), cross a wall/fence at a makeshift stile, and follow this wall/fence as it takes a steep descent to Ease Gill at a bridge.
Walking upstream (left) along the riverbank, various entrances to the cave system are passed on the left side. In order, these are:
County Pot: Only 40m upstream of the bridge, with large metal trapdoor under the cliff face.
Wretched Rabbit 150m beyond County Pot, a small dry crawl next to the stream by a large boulder.
Pool Sink: 100m beyond Wretched Rabbit, a small rectangular crawl next to a pool (which may be dry) and some walling.
Top Sink: This is much further up the valley, 500m beyond Pool Sink. Top Sink is found after the valley has broadened and become shallow, and
70m after a ruined sheep fold. The entrance is a small shakehole set just back from the river on the left as you walk upstream.
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Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot
This very popular route is passable in most weather conditions; the exception being after persistent heavy rain which can, on rare occasions,
cause the Main Drain to back up to 30m in depth and into the high-level passages around Fall Pot (it has been even known to rise to the bottom
of the boulders at Kath’s Way). Hence, if deep water is encountered at any point on this route, turn around immediately!
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o No the Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC e site ou tesy of CNCC Te h i al G oup . The route described below
e ui es the ope fo La aste Hole 55 a d utilises the ope li
oute at Fall Pot. This has an unmaintained in-situ handline to show the
route, however you should take your own 20m rope for the descent.
The entrance pitch is belayed from a large block near the entrance and then from a rebelay 1.5m down the pipe. A 4m constricted descent then
reaches a large exposed balcony with a Y-hang for a 25m straight descent down the entrance shaft. At the bottom take the obvious route onwards
along a tall passage (the other route up a muddy slope goes to Slug World, a short excursion). After 25m you will reach a scramble upwards onto
the top of a boulder slope looking down across a large chamber, Bridge Hall.
Go down the boulders and at the far end of Bridge Hall, on the right, is a small hole leading down with some scaffold bars (Kath s Way .
Opposite the start of Kath s Way o the left at the e d of Bridge Hall is a li
up a ro k fa e; this is est li ed up the left side and then traverse
around to the right to an exposed step/climb up into a passage. A short crawl along this passage leads to The Colonnades, three calcite columns in a
large chamber. These are amongst the most famous formations in the area. The Colonnades are however slightly false; their formation having been
expedited by the lime kilns on the surface above.

Go do th ough the oulde s i Kath s Way a d i to a sho t a l. This soo e la ges i to easy alki g sized passage. This should be followed for
100m along the very obvious and worn route. Soon after a drippy aven on the left (where water cascades in during wet weather) a huge (car-sized)
block propped on its corner is then found blocking the passage. This block can be crawled under low on the right or (more awkwardly) climbed
over through a V-shaped slot at head height straight ahead. This is easy to miss on the way out; look behind you and take note!
Immediately after this block is a choice of two routes. The main passage continues around to the left (this is the start of the route towards Wilf
Taylor’s Passage); however, the easiest way to Fall Pot is to ascend the muddy slope straight ahead immediately after the block. At the top of this
slope continue forward and then go down another muddy slope on the left. A large T-junction is reached at the bottom. Go right and traverse tight
along the right wall of the large passage, taking great care not to fall down the deep hole. After 30m you will find yourself standing on blocks
overlooking the enormous Fall Pot straight ahead.
There are two other anchored routes down to the Main Drain bypassing Fall Pot in this vicinity; The Chasm and The Crap Trap, both of which are
shown to require a 40m rope in the rigging topo. These are not covered by this description and they are EXTREMELY slippery. Experienced cavers
who have become familiar with the route here may enjoy starting to dabble with these alternatives.

There are three routes down Fall Pot. The recommended route a ked ope li
on the topo) is down through muddy blocks several metres
further back from the edge, on the right (as you approach Fall Pot), where a traverse line protects a climb down through blocks, leading to a 5m
slippery pitch/climb. The in-situ ropes on this serve as a good marker but you should rig your own (20m rope needed). At the bottom of this 5m
pitch continue into a narrow rift (not down the deep hole) and then step down 1m via a chockstone into Fall Pot Chamber.
One of the other routes, usually also with an in-situ rope as a marker, goes directly over the edge of Fall Pot from a large boulder, and via a few
rebelays, dropping in near to where the 1m step down mentioned above joins. A third rarely used route shown on the rigging topo takes a traverse
out along the right-side wall near the top of Fall Pot to a Y-hang descent.

Continue forward keeping to the main right wall of the chamber to emerge from behind a house-sized block into the vastness of Fall Pot.
The route onwards along the high-level route (towards Stake Pot and Stop Pot) is a muddy ascent straight on following the right wall of Fall Pot
chamber. Alternatively, the route down to the Main Drain starts as a scramble down muddy blocks on the left several metres into the chamber. At
the foot of this scramble, huge van-sized blocks lie ahead. At the bottom left of the largest block is a triangular hole disappearing under the blocks
and into a crawl (several metres directly below the prominent memorial plaque). Once into this crawl, turn left after 2m and slide down a slot over
a sloping polished slab. Then, follow the obvious route down to a 2m chimney down a slot onto a shelf above the Main Drain, with an easy climb
down to the water from here. Take care to look behind you as you drop to the streamway, as it is not obvious on the upward journey.
There are several alternative climbs down to the Main Drain at the back end of the large van-sized blocks in Fall Pot (where water is usually
dripping). These routes avoid the slithering through blocks described above, but are more exposed climbs several metres above the stream.

This boulder choke is quite difficult to recognise/navigate from below and defies good description; therefore, it is worth familiarising yourself with
this choke and the route down to the Main Drain from above, to enable it to be recognised from below if necessary later in your trip.
The water in the Main Drain below the boulders is usually only 30-50cm deep. If it is deeper than this, take extreme care and consider carefully
whether it is safe to enter the Main Drain. This can flood quickly to several metres in depth. The sump is only 100m downstream of here and it
would be easy to get washed away and into the sump when the water levels are much above knee-height.
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Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot via Wilf Taylors Passage
Wilf Taylors Passage and the Main Drain can become hazardous following wet weather. Water can rise quite rapidly after heavy rain.
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o No the Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC e site ou tesy of CNCC Te h i al G oup . You should also carry your
own 30m rope to use as a pull-through on the Double Decker Pot climbs to avoid reliance on the in-situ handline/traverse ropes
Pre-rigging of Fall Pot: 20m rope required to pre- ig the ope li

at Fall Pot efo e e tu ing towards Wilf Taylors Passage.

Previewing of route from Main Drain up into Fall Pot: The climb up from the Main Drain into Fall Pot is not obvious from below and if
you are unfamiliar with this route, it is recommended to descend into Fall Pot and familiarise yourself with this by following the Lancaster
Hole to Fall Pot description. This will ensure that you are able to find your way up out of the Main Drain later. Alternatively, a route up
from the Main Drain at Stake Pot is also described below, which is physically harder, but navigationally easier to describe.
Navigation:
From the point in the Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot description where the oute to Wilf Taylo s Passage di e ges (in bold), continue along the main
passage (i.e. not up the muddy slope) to reach a large chamber ahead after about 30m. At this chamber, an exposed traverse along a muddy shelf
on the left wall leads to an upward slope with steps cut into the mud. At the top of the mud slope is a tiny iron ladder into a sideways squeeze.
Through the squeeze, the following 30 minutes of caving to reach Wilf Taylors Passage is mostly easy crawling or stooping. About 20m after the
squeeze, the route involves a flat-out wriggle on dry mud under a low arch (not initially obvious). Beyond here, traverse over some holes in the
floor and onward into a 100m long crawl via some nice stal which has sadly taken considerable damage over the years. Please take care!
Eventually, an obvious stooping height T-junction is reached; Go right and follow the passage, stepping over a lower perpendicular passage after
50m (left here cuts across to Waterfall Passage). Another 50m further (at a right bend) ignore a small passage entering acutely on the left (which
also cuts across to Waterfall Passage). The passage then gets larger and you soon reach a shelf in a large tunnel (like a subway platform). This is
Wilf Taylors Passage. The streamway here does not flow in dry conditions; if there is a heavy flow, you should turn around!
Left can be followed along an excellent walking/stooping stream passage, well worth a look, to eventually reach a sump (to Bull Pot of the Witches).

The way on is right, following the dramatic and highly scalloped rift passage. This passage is followed for about 30 minutes down to the Main Drain
via a series of exciting obstacles. First is Double Decker Pot which starts as an awkward climb down into a shallow pool of water. There are in-situ
ropes here in very poor conditions, which should not be considered a substitute to rigging your own handline or pull-through abseil.
Immediately after this, another climb is found by dropping down a slot and following the right wall down an exposed descending shelf to the floor
(rigging of a safety line is recommended; there is usually in-situ ropes to demonstrate the route). Alternatively, above the slot a traverse straight
ahead leads to some resin anchors where it is possible to rig a straight hang for a 6-7m pull-through abseil to the bottom of the pot.
A short distance onwards, a final easy 3m climb down over a pool of water is reached. 50m beyond here, the Main Drain is met.
DO NOT ENTER THE MAIN DRAIN IF THE FORCE OR DEPTH OF THE WATER CAUSES ANY CONCERN (should be <50cm deep here).
Right quickly reaches the downstream sump. Approximately 100m upstream is an obvious boulder choke above the stream on the right (as you
walk upstream). This is directly below Fall Pot and you should recognise this from an earlier reconnaissance of this route. Climb up to the highest
point on the balcony of boulders overlooking the stream. Above this a 2m climb straight upwards leads into the boulder choke. There are now
several routes. One route is a 3m upwards crawl through the boulders to reach an awkward (and well-polished) slot sloping upwards on the left.
Up this, and then turn right to emerge out from underneath the boulders into the vastness of Fall Pot.
Optional extension of the trip to Stake Pot and then back to Fall Pot:
Before climbing out of the river at Fall Pot it is worthwhile exploring upstream, as the stream passage is spectacular and contains some excellent
deep pools and water chutes. Eventually, 30m after the third of three consecutive pools, the Stake Pot boulder choke commences and the way on
in the river is blocked by boulders. Here, you can turn around and return to Fall Pot; however, it is also possible to exit the stream at Stake Pot and
return to Fall Pot by the high-level route to complete a magnificent round trip.
The navigation for this is reasonably simple; ascend the boulders making mostly forward but also upward progress over the boulders; after about
30m keep an eye behind you on your right and you will soon see the route up boulders into the blackness of Stake Pot cavern with (if you have a
powerful light) one of the in-situ ropes visible in the distance; go towards it! A separate in-situ rope (best approached by going round behind the
boulder) and via-ferrata style foot pegs then help you to identify the point to make an awkward climb up to reach the bottom of Stake Pot.
Two in-situ ropes lead upwards at the bottom of Stake Pot; the muddy slope on the left is the route towards Stop Pot (ignore), whereas on the
right the in-situ rope disappears up a steep slippery rock face towards Fall Pot. This can be free-climbed by experienced cavers (using the in-situ
rope only as a navigational guide). Once someone experienced is safely up, your own rope may be rigged for less able climbers.
From the top of Stake Pot continue into the enormous passage; after 50m is an easy traverse along the left wall. The following 100m of passage
has many large blocks, is very slippery, and has many deep holes, so extreme care is required. This passage is best traversed initially along the left
side and then crossing (awkwardly) over to the right side. Finally, the passage develops a more solid floor for 50m and ends at a wall of blocks that
mark the edge of Fall Pot. At the start of these blocks (10m back from the edge) a small crawl leads under the blocks at floor level; follow this for a
few metres, drop down, and then crawl a further few metres to reach an exposed slide down a rocky slab (often with fixed handline) into Fall Pot.
Follow down the left wall to meet up with the route that would come up here from the Main Drain. See the separate description for Fall Pot to
Lancaster Hole if any further guidance is required to get back to Lancaster Hole from here.
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Cow Pot to Fall Pot
Cow Pot is a technical SRT descent directly into the roof of Fall Pot. There is also a tight diagonally sloping slot at the bottom of the entrance
pitch which can be extremely demanding (especially for larger cavers) on the upward journey. In wet weather the small stream flowing through
Cow Pot can produce a problematic amount of spray on the Fall Pot pitch, so settled conditions are required.
Grid reference: SD 66427 80857
How to find: From Bull Pot Farm follow the footpath through the gate on the side of the house. The enclosure of Bull Pot of the Witches, a large
open pothole, is passed on the right after 100m. The path then bears left and goes uphill for 400m and crosses the wall at a gate. Cross over, turn
left and follow the wall. After 250m on the left is a stile across the wall with the entrance to Cow Pot in the enclosure just over the stile.
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o

No the

Ca i g is available on the CNCC website (courtesy of CNCC Technical Group).

After crossing the stile, a scramble around and down the right edge of the hole leads to a limestone platform where the first anchor is located on
the ground near to the edge. Commence the rope by attaching directly to the P-anchor on the floor (no krab; a usual precaution for anchors on the
ground wherever possible) and descend over the edge using a rope protector or tacklesack to prevent rubbing of the rope. There is a re-belay just
below the edge and then a deviation a short distance down.
The entrance pitch lands in a large open-air chamber. The way on is not the most obvious downward route; It is actually the very narrow
descending slot on the balcony at the opposite side of the chamber (there may be various pieces of in-situ rope here, although your own short
knotted handline is strongly recommended). This slot is best negotiated feet-first and leads to a 2.5m drop into a tiny narrow rift. This is very
physical and tiring particularly on the upward journey and this should be carefully considered by larger cavers.
The more obvious downward route at the bottom of the entrance pitch leads via Aardvark Country to the Ease Gill Main Drain via three short pitches
and some challenging climbs. This unusual and challengi g route is des ri ed i the ook Not for the Fai t Hearted y Mike Cooper.

At floor level in the tiny rift a crawl leads to a junction. Go left and follow the enlarging passage for about 50m. The floor cuts down on the
approach to the Fall Pot pitch. Do not follow the floor down; instead traverse on the left until anchors for the pitch are located.
The traverse crosses the head of the pitch (this is quite intimidating to rig and long legs are useful) to reach the take-off point. This very large pitch
has a single anchor rebelay several metres down and then a deviation another several metres below. Shortly after the deviation there is a wide and
free-hanging Y-hang rebelay to position the rope for the final 30m descent into Fall Pot. This pitch is technically very challenging and requires an
especially high level of ropework proficiency.
This pitch drops into the blackness of Fall Pot and lands on an enormous rock platform. This is a magnificent descent; amongst the finest and most
dramatic pitches in the Yorkshire Dales, and an excellent way to avoid the crowds at Lancaster Hole.
Underneath this rock platform (directly under the memorial plaque) is the triangular hole leading into the boulder choke down to the Main Drain.
Once into this crawl, turn left after 2m and slide down a slot over a sloping polished slab. Then, follow the obvious route down to a 2m chimney
drop onto a shelf above the Main Drain, with an easy climb down to the water possible from here. There are also other possible climbs down to
the Main Drain behind the large blocks in Fall Pot but these are much more exposed.
Alternatively, up the muddy slope from the bottom of the pitch (with the memorial plaque on your right) leads to the south wall of Fall Pot with a
muddy path leading left and upwards (towards Stake Pot/Stop Pot) and right (towards Lancaster Hole). See the separate descriptions for various
routes onwards from Fall Pot.
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ROUTES FROM FALL POT
Fall Pot to Lancaster Hole
This route assumes the pitches at Fall Pot and Lancaster Hole have been rigged.
With the back (south) wall of Fall Pot (where the well-trodden muddy path is found) on your left, pass behind the enormous house-sized block with
the memorial plaque. Then keep to the left wall and after 5m step up (via a convenient chock stone) into a narrow rift. An awkward step up around
a right bend then reaches the bottom of a slippery climb/pitch to the top of Fall Pot. Although there are often in-situ ropes here, these should not
be trusted and should never be considered a substitute to having installed your own rope.
At the top of the pitch, exit to the right at the top of the final scramble and into the obvious large dry passage leading away from the top of Fall
Pot. Follow the left wall of this passage (extreme care: this passes a metre from a very deep hole which is slippery at the top). You will soon reach a
junction with a muddy slope leading up on the left. Follow this up, and then at the top turn right and go forward and then back down another
muddy slope. At the bottom of the slope the way on is straight ahead; this passage ahead is initially obscured by a huge block sat across the
passage. You can crawl under this or climb through a V-shaped slot at head height.
Continue along the obvious and well-worn mostly walking height passage. After about 75m further the passage lowers to a crawl and finally an
ascending crawl up polished blocks emerges through scaffold bars into Bridge Hall. Follow the obvious route up blocks at the end of Bridge Hall and
then along a tall passage for 50m to reach the rope to the surface at Lancaster Hole.

Fall Pot to Cow Pot
This route out assumes Cow Pot is rigged. The upward journey in Cow Pot involves quite technical ropework and then a struggle up the
awkward ascending tube just before the entrance pitch. Broader or less experienced cavers will find this a challenge.
In the middle of Fall Pot, a free-hanging rope will be seen descending from very high up in the ceiling. Climb the rope to the very top via a very
technical rebelay, deviation and another rebelay. Follow the obvious passage leading away from the pothole for about 50m (walking, crawling and
stooping). Keep left along this passage, but after about 50m, a short flat-out crawl under the right wall enters a narrow but standing height rift.
Here you will find a very awkward 2.5m climb up into a tight ascending tube (which should have been rigged with a knotted rope for assistance)
towards daylight at the bottom of the entrance pitch.

Fall Pot to Stake Pot and back via Main Drain (round trip)
This is an excellent short round-trip taking in some magnificent passage and streamway and being a critical route to learn for anyone seeking to
become more familiar with the Ease Gill system. It can be tackled in either direction. The route below takes the high-level route to Stake Pot and
returns downstream in the Main Drain. The reverse is mostly o e ed y the La aste Hole to Fall Pot ia Wilf Taylo s Passage des iptio .
Be aware that the climb up into Fall Pot is through a boulder choke from the Main Drain and may be difficult to find from below. It is strongly
recommended to preview this from above in Fall Pot first (see the Lancaster Hole to Fall Pot description).
A 30m rope is recommended to provide a handline/pull through rope to descend Stake Pot to avoid reliance on any in-situ ropes.
A slippery stepped ascent along the main wall of Fall Pot (with the wall on your right) leads to a sloping block usually with a piece of rope. Scramble
up this block and into a short crawl for a few metres. Then step up a metre and crawl a few metres further to emerge out through blocks.
Large easy passage continues however after 100m this becomes blockier, with many holes in the floor. Take extreme care; these holes are >20m
deep and the mud is very slippery. The best route starts by following the left wall, then after an awkward drop down, crossing awkwardly to the
right wall. Take extreme care and if in doubt, progress with a low centre of gravity (i.e. on your bottom) to avoid slipping.
A final (much easier) traverse along the right wall leads to a large passage quickly ending at a broad balcony overlooking the huge hole of Stake
Pot, with the sound of the streamway below. Stake Pot must be negotiated by a climb/abseil from a rope belayed from anchors on the left wall.
There is usually an in-situ rope here to demonstrate the route. The route descends awkwardly via several slippery ledges and rock faces.
At the bottom, follow the muddy slope down towards the water (the rope going back up the other side of Stake Pot leads towards Stop Pot and
should be ignored). Only 6m down this slope, an exposed 2m drop between boulders is assisted by some metal rungs bolted to the rocks. Below
this, follow the most obvious and worn route heading generally downwards and then in a downstream direction (left). A few minutes of navigation
through blocks in a downstream direction is needed before the passage opens out into a magnificent stream passage free from boulders.
It is also possible to go upstream from the bottom of the Stake Pot boulder choke. From the downstream end of the choke, it can be passed in an
upstream direction by generally following the left wall). This leads into several hundred metres of EXCELLENT river passage, ending at the Oxbow
Corner choke. It is worth allowing 30 minutes to walk upstream and then back to enjoy the excellent stream passage. Alternatively, you can climb
out of the Main Drain at Oxbow Corner. This is a little more complicated; but should be manageable by trial and error by experienced parties.

Follow the river downstream of the Stake Pot boulder choke for about 400m (initially via three splendid consecutive deep pools, and then some
magnificent stomping streamway). Eventually, the stream widens and takes a left turn just before the downstream sump.
Approximately 100m before the sump is a boulder choke above the stream, directly below Fall Pot. You should recognise this from your earlier
reconnaissance of this route. Climb up to the highest point on the balcony of boulders overlooking the stream. Above this a 2m climb up leads into
the boulder choke. There are now several routes. One route is a 3m upwards crawl through the boulders to reach an awkward (and well-polished)
slot sloping upwards on the left. Up this, and then turn right to emerge out from underneath the boulders back into the vastness of Fall Pot.
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Fall Pot to Stop Pot (to connect downstream to upstream Ease Gill)
This very popular route along the cavernous high-level passages of Ease Gill is an essential part of any through trip from the downstream
entrances (Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot) to the upstream entrances (Top Sink, Pool Sink, County Pot, all of which must be pre-rigged to exit, and
Wretched Rabbit, which requires no pre-rigging to exit and is hence a particularly popular through-trip). Additional navigation guides or surveys
are recommended if planning to undertake any through trip from one entrance to another.
Carrying your own 30m rope has many uses on this trip; for descent/ascent at Stake Pot and as a belay for the Stop Pot ladder.
This route (as far as Stop Pot) is passable in all but the most severe flood conditions.
A slippery stepped ascent along the main wall of Fall Pot (with the wall on your right) leads to a sloping block usually with a piece of rope. Scramble
up this block and into a short crawl for a few metres. Then step up a metre and crawl a few metres further to emerge out through blocks.
Large easy passage continues however after 100m this becomes blockier, with many holes in the floor. Take extreme care; these holes are >20m
deep and the mud is very slippery. The best route starts by following the left wall, then after an awkward drop down, crossing to the right wall.
Take extreme care and if in doubt, progress with a low centre of gravity (i.e. on your bottom) to avoid slipping.
A final (much easier) traverse along the right wall leads to a large passage quickly ending at a broad balcony overlooking the huge hole of Stake
Pot, with the sound of the streamway below. Stake Pot must be negotiated by a climb/abseil from a rope belayed from anchors on the left wall.
There is usually an in-situ rope here to demonstrate the route. The route descends awkwardly via several slippery ledges and rock faces.
At the bottom, another in-situ rope goes back up a mud slope to reach the other side of Stake Pot; follow this to the top. The first person can
install your own rope for others in the party who are less able climbers. At the top you will find yourself back in the enormous high-level passages
which continue onwards in spectacular proportions. The route onwards from here (as far as Oakes Cavern) is described below and is exclusively
along a single high-level passage above the stream. Navigation can be a little tricky as there is much up and down over/through blocks. The key to
the navigation is to stay high at all times, and avoid any enticing routes leading down towards the stream.
A out
eyo d Stake Pot, stal fo atio s i ludi g Bo s Boss a d a t ide t-like formation are passed. About 100m beyond here is The
Pai te s Palette (a multi-coloured calcite feature with black staining on the wall and floor). Another 100m or so further, two large holes (Scylla and
Charybdis) must then be traversed across along the right wall (each with in-situ ropes to demonstrate the route). The second traverse (Charybdis)
is particularly exposed so take care. After the second traverse is a 3m scramble down, and the way on is an immediate 3m scramble back up on the
right to return to the high-level passages, and not the most enticing route leading downwards (always stay high!)
A junction with Oxbow Corner is then reached after another 70m. Here, the way on (care not to miss this) is a slope up on the right into a dry
muddy crawl, and not the more obvious boulder slope straight ahead which leads downwards to the Main Drain. The crawl briefly enlarges back to
walking height in a mud passage before returning to crawling again. This crawl opens back up at a slope of boulders; left leads downhill towards
the Main Drain, but the way on is straight on/right up boulde s. At the su
it of these boulders, continue ahead down into Oakes Cavern.
It is possible (but complex) to climb down to the Main Drain at Oxbow Corner; the river passage downstream back to Stake Pot is excellent! This
is not covered by these descriptions but should be navigable by trial and error by experienced parties; highly recommended!

The route out of Oakes Cavern is not obvious; it is found at the far back/right of the chamber (the far end from where you entered) and is a small
and obscure 1m step down through blocks at the very end of the cavern where it initially appears to pinch in and close down completely (the step
down may not become apparent until you are only metres from it). This soon enters a quite unique section of passage, the Minarets.
The Minarets are a beautifully formed, triangular walking height passage with flat mud floor and well decorated roof (care required please). After
30m this ends and a low crawl under the right wall enters another fine passage. Only 5-6m along this passage, a further crawl under the left wall
enters the final passage of the three, and this soon opens out into the enormity of Cornes Cavern.
The Minarets can be bypassed by an obscure crawl just after Oakes Cavern, but it would be a shame to do so as they are charming passages.

Cornes Cavern is almost 100m long and is a truly admirable place; one of the largest passages in Yorkshire.
Hidden behind blocks high up on the right just before Cornes Cavern narrows at the end, is the Mancunian Way, the start of an exciting route
out via Molluscan Hall to County Pot. See the separate description for this route which may be completed as part of a County Pot round trip.

The huge passages continue onwards after Cornes Cavern for about 15 minutes, passing through two more huge caverns (Snail Cavern and
Monster Cavern), the division between the two being unobvious. The route finding is simple; just follow the massive passage.
Towards the end of Monster Cavern, the way out is high up on the right side at the very back of the cavern, leading to a wide, stooping height
passage. This soon reaches a spacious junction chamber (Main Line Terminus). From here, one route continues straight ahead/right (keeping to the
right wall); this leads towards Carrot Chamber and the Manchester Bypass to County Pot, as well as a myriad of other passages. However, this is
not the way on (and is a common mistake of cavers navigating this route).
The way on at Main Line Terminus is to cross the chamber to the ongoing passage opposite (i.e. keeping to neither the right or left walls). This
passage starts crawling but quickly gains height. Progress becomes slow, as it is necessary to climb up, down and through the myriad of blocks
strewn across the passage. After about 50m of slow progress, it is necessary to climb up to the left (as the route straight on quickly reaches a dead
end). About 20m further a balcony is reached overlooking the blackness of Stop Pot. A slot down in the floor on the right leads to a fixed iron
ladder. The ladder is not maintained and is rather slippery at the top, so a belay rope is essential.
Climb down the ladder into Stop Pot. This is one of the central junctions of the Ease Gill system, and exit can be made via Pool Sink, Top Sink or
County Pot (if these are rigged) or Wretched Rabbit (no pre-rigging required but some challenging climbs near the entrance).
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Upstream Ease Gill: County Pot, Wretched Rabbit, Pool Sink and Top Sink
County Pot to Stop Pot (via Spout Hall/Poetic Justice)
Tackle:
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, or 1x 12m SRT rope for County entrance pitch.
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, 1x 12m SRT rope for the Poetic Justice pitch (not free-climbable)
➢ A sling (to assist the climb down to Broadway).
The Main Drain becomes impassable in fairly wet conditions. Also, be aware that in the most severe flood conditions the upper parts of County
Pot (including Spout Hall area) can become hazardous.
Below the metal trapdoor a climb leads down into a narrow winding passage. This can be followed steeply down for 40m to soon reach the head of
a 6m pitch, which can be rigged with an SRT rope or a ladder.
Below here an obvious route reaches a 2.5m climb down into Broadway, a large walking passage. A long sling is highly recommended to hang
around a rock bollard on the floor to aid on this climb, as there are few natural handholds/footholds.
Keeping the wall you have just climbed down on your right, follow the passage up a slope and then down into Showerbath Passage. Follow this to a
junction with a small stream entering on the right (this is called Confusion Corner, and if exiting via County Pot this junction is easily missed).
Continue downstream to a climb down into Spout Hall, a fine chamber into which the water spouts in dramatic fashion.
Two routes lead on from the bottom of Spout Hall which soon unite (the more obvious being the crawl in the stream). On the right just after the
two routes converge (and only about 20m from Spout Hall), and after the crawl route enlarges back to standing height, is a small hole in the right
wall next to a stal bollard. This leads immediately to a 3-4m extremely awkward chimney climb up into a bedding plane (Poetic Justice) with a
scoured stal floor and stal pillars. A short distance along the bedding a 3m drop leads into a separate stream passage (usually with only a small
trickle of water), and a few metres along this passage (downstream) is a 6m pitch which can be rigged with a ladder or rope.
From the bottom of the pitch (Pierce s Passage) an easy walk reaches a junction in a large passage. Trident Passage enters on the right (from the
Upper Trident alternative route) however, the way on is downstream (straight on). Follow the water downstream for some distance, eventually
passing the Wretched Rabbit inlet passage on the right (ignore), to reach Eureka Junction (a major T-junction) in the Main Drain.
Water at Eureka Junction should be no more than knee-deep (often it is much lower). If it is any higher, you should only proceed if you have
absolute confidence that water levels are falling and have no chance of rising further.
Assuming it is only Eureka Junction that is too wet, it is possible to go up Wretched Rabbit passage for 60m to locate the route up into Four Ways
Chamber which provides a high-level route to Stop Pot avoiding Eureka Junction. See the Wretched Rabbit descriptions for more details.

At Eureka Junction, turn right (upstream) and follow the walking passage. After 100m a boulder collapse is reached. The finest route through here
is a low wet stoop in the water, following the left wall as far as possible; once no further (reasonable) progress along the left wall can be made,
above is a 2m climb up onto a rock shelf where a crawl continues along the left wall above the water to exit the boulder choke (other routes
through the choke, which include a wide low bedding crawl on the right, are available but are less pleasant).
Beyond the choke, follow the water upstream for a very short distance to the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders. A climb up the boulders on the
right to the top of the chamber reaches an iron ladder leading towards Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot.
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County Pot to Stop Pot (via Upper Trident)
Tackle:
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, or 1x 12m SRT rope for pitch 40m in from the entrance (not free climbable).
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, or 1x 15m SRT rope for the Upper Trident traverse and pitch (free-climbable with care).
➢ Long slings (to assist the climb down to Broadway, and later, the drop down to the stream passage after the Upper Trident pitch).
The Main Drain including Eureka Junction becomes impassable in fairly wet conditions. Also, be aware that in the most severe flood conditions
the upper parts of County Pot (including the Upper Trident area) can become hazardous.
This route through County is physically easier than Poetic Justice (avoiding the awkward chimney climb) and for experienced cavers, only requires
the pitch just below the entrance to be rigged (the second can be free-climbed with care by most experienced cavers).
Below the metal trapdoor a climb leads down into a narrow winding passage. This can be followed steeply down for 40m to soon reach the head of
a 6m pitch, which can be rigged with an SRT rope or a ladder.
Below here an obvious route reaches a 2.5m climb down into Broadway, a large walking passage. A long sling is highly recommended to hang
around a rock bollard on the floor to aid on this climb, as there are few natural handholds/footholds.
Keep the wall you have just climbed down on your right, and follow the passage up a slope and then down, passing under a waterfall (which may
be absent in very dry conditions) to enter the separate streamway of Showerbath Passage. Follow this streamway to a junction with a second small
stream entering on the right (Confusion Corner, if exiting via County Pot this junction is easily taken in error).
Continue downstream to eventually reach a climb down into Spout Hall, a fine chamber into which the water spouts in dramatic fashion. This
however is not the way. Approximately 5m before the climb down into Spout Hall is a shelf on the right into a short low passage. After about 10m
a small chamber is reached where the way on is NOT the route straight ahead into broken blocks, but is actually on the right up a well-worn
scramble up mud-coated boulders into Battle of Britain Chamber.
On the right as you step up into Battle of Britain chamber is a 2m climb up a sloping rock ridge . A fe
et es up this ridge turn left and into a
rocky crawl. This does not look particularly promising initially. The route ascends steeply up blocks. After a few metres keep right (left chokes) and
continue up blocks, eventually (after 10m) reaching the Upper Trident area. Turn left and head towards what is usually the sound of water. After
the passage has enlarged, ignore the first choked hole on the left, but a few metres beyond, take a more obvious crawl under the left wall (where,
in wet conditions there will be water crashing down). Follow the crawl for several metres with the water.
A 15m deep pitch is quickly reached with the water crashing down in all but very dry conditions. Ignore this and instead traverse to the left (resin
anchors in place for the traverse) to reach a 6m climb down, where installation of your own handline or abseil rope is advisable for novice cavers
(an in-situ rope is likely to be present to help show the route). Experienced cavers may choose to free-climb this. There is a shelf 2m down onto
which it is possible to drop, from where you can traverse along the wall above the chamber to reach an easier point to climb down.
Follow the passage at the bottom; it crosses a rift (traverse over the top of this) and then drops down via a few easy steps to reach a 2.5m climb
down into the Lower Trident streamway; a nice stream passage. Despite the minimal height of this climb, it is a little exposed and a total pain on
the upward journey, so a sling to belay from a small but highly convenient jagged rock bollard on the floor just at the edge of the climb is very
useful indeed (if left in place, it also makes the climb easy to spot when travelling back upstream – it is very easily missed).
Upstream (right) leads to the bottom of the 15m pitch you traversed around earlier (a dramatic viewpoint). Downstream is the way on and
develops into excellent stream passage and soon reaches a large junction with Pierce s Passage; left leads to the bottom of the Poetic Justice route
pitch, but the way on is right. Follow this passage downstream, eventually stepping up out of the water and then passing the Wretched Rabbit inlet
passage on the right (ignore), before soon reaching Eureka Junction (a major T-junction) in the Main Drain.
Water at Eureka Junction should be no more than knee-deep (often it is much lower). If it is any higher, you should only proceed if you have
absolute confidence that water levels are falling and have no chance of rising further. In extreme floods Eureka Junction sumps and water backs
up the passage towards the Wretched Rabbit inlet and beyond!
Assuming it is only Eureka Junction that is too wet, it is possible to go up Wretched Rabbit passage for ~60m to locate the awkward climb up into
Four Ways Chamber, just before the walking passage degenerates into a bedding crawl. Climb 4m up into the chamber, slither over a slab to get to
the back end of the chamber, and take a low crawling passage on the right for about 30m; this provides a high-level route, emerging into Stop Pot
half way up the boulders, and avoiding Eureka Junction and the streamway altogether. See the Wretched Rabbit descriptions for more details.

At Eureka Junction, turn right (upstream) and follow the walking passage. After 100m a boulder collapse is reached. The finest route through here
is a low wet stoop in the water, following the left wall as far as possible; the final section of this may involve a brief dunking if the water at Eureka
Junction was more than ~30cm deep. Once no further progress along the left wall can be made, above is a narrow 2m climb up onto a rock shelf.
From this shelf an easy crawl continues along the left wall, now above the water, to exit the boulder choke.
Other routes through the choke, which include a wide low bedding crawl on the right, are available but are less stable and less pleasant.
Beyond the choke, follow the water upstream over blocks for a very short distance to the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders on your right. Climb up
the boulders on the right towards the vast blackness of Stop Pot. At the very top of the chamber you will locate an iron ladder, which is the start of
the route leading towards Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot.
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County Pot to Stop Pot (via Manchester Bypass)
This is a more wet-weather compatible way to get to Stop Pot from County Pot as it bypasses the Main Drain area completely. However, in the
most severe flood conditions even the upper parts of County Pot (including Showerbath passage) can become hazardous. Note that the
Manchester Bypass is far from being an easy route! Several awkward climbs and narrow passages must be negotiated.
Tackle:
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, or 1x 12m SRT rope for County entrance pitch.
➢ A second rope (~15m) as a belay on the fixed ladder in Manchester Bypass and for the awkward climb in Brown and Smelly Chamber.
➢ A sling (to assist the climb down to Broadway).
Below the metal trapdoor a climb leads down into a narrow winding passage. This can be followed steeply down for 40m to soon reach the head of
a 6m pitch, which can be rigged with an SRT rope or a ladder.
Below here an obvious route reaches a 2.5m climb down into Broadway, a large walking passage. A long sling is highly recommended to hang
around a rock bollard on the floor to aid on this climb, as there are few natural handholds/footholds.
Keeping the wall you have just climbed down on your right, follow the passage up a slope and then down into Showerbath Passage. Follow this to a
junction with a small stream entering on the right (Confusion Corner, if exiting via County Pot this junction is easily missed).
Continue downstream to a climb down into Spout Hall, a fine chamber into which the water spouts in dramatic fashion. This however is not the
way. Approximately 5m before the climb down into Spout Hall is a shelf on the right which leads into a dry low passage. After about 10m a small
chamber is reached where the way on is NOT the obvious route straight ahead through broken blocks, but is in fact on the right up a well-worn
scramble up mud-coated boulders into Battle of Britain Chamber.
Once stood up in Battle of Britain Chamber, drop down a 2m pit in the floor beneath the wall opposite where you entered and follow the passage.
A 3m climb up a wall of blocks is reached after only 5-10m, followed by 5-10m of awkward further forward progress over/under blocks. Then a flatout crawl for several metres enters a chamber with a fixed metal ladder, which is the start of the Manchester Bypass.
Go up the ladder (with belay), and into the narrow passage at the top. Only about 10m beyond the ladder, a slope/step up on the left enters Brown
and Smelly Chamber, a sizable chamber with stal bollards. The way on is an awkward 3m upward climb across the chamber, where a fixed handline
is usually present to help you identify this as being the correct route. The handline should not be trusted (rig your own), and extreme care is
required as the climb is very slippery at the top.
At the top, the passage rises steeply upwards a few more metres in a narrow rift at the start of Spangle Passage. This passage is followed for
approximately 80m (several minutes), and is mostly narrow, and at times requires tight sideways squeezing. The awkwardness of the passage is
momentarily compensated for by some good straw decorations in a few places. Three extremely small chambers are passed on the route. Towards
the end of the passage, in a low crawl, a 2m slope/step up on the left enters Old English Chamber, a very large muddy chamber, and a useful place
to stop for a rest and regroup.
Drop back down another hole only 2m away from where you entered the chamber and bear left into a flat-out crawl.
Bearing right into the crawl is even more flat out and takes an alternative route to Main Line Terminus via Carrot Chamber (not described). If
returning via the Manchester Bypass take care not to miss this ramp up into Old English Chamber; it is not obvious from the other direction.

After several metres the crawl ends at a 1m drop from a shelf into a much more spacious passage.
Follow this descending passage, which enlarges to fine proportions and is well decorated with straws. After 80m of very pleasant progress with a
few obstructing blocks, the right wall of the passage steps away into darkness. Here, depart the passage and climb up onto a muddy shelf on the
right. Then follow the left wall along muddy blocks to enter the dry and wide chamber of Main Line Terminus.
Ignoring the muddy shelf on the right and continuing straight on in the passage enters Main Line Passage, about 150m of winding passage,
typically 1-2m wide, well decorated (extremely care please) ending at a balcony several metres above Snail Cavern, where an abseil descent is
required. Alternatively, stepping onto the muddy shelf but then following the right wall leads, eventually to Carrot Chamber.

Upon entering Main Line Terminus, there are three ways on. The larger passage (keeping to the left wall) leads to Monster Cavern and the route
towards downstream Ease Gill (including Lancaster Hole). The way to Stop Pot however is straight on (across the chamber) bearing right into a low
(stooping/crawling) but wide passage which quickly gains height. It is then necessary to climb up, down and through the myriad of blocks strewn
across the passage. After about 50m of slow progress, climb up to the left (as the route straight on quickly reaches a dead end). About 25m further
a balcony is reached overlooking the blackness of Stop Pot. A slot down in the floor on the right leads to a fixed iron ladder. The ladder is not
maintained and is rather slippery particular at the top, so a belay rope is essential.
Climb down the ladder into Stop Pot. This is one of the central junctions of the Ease Gill system, and exit can be made via Pool Sink, Top Sink or
County Pot (if these are rigged) or Wretched Rabbit (no pre-rigging required but some challenging climbs near the entrance).
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County Pot Round Trip – Ease Gill Aven and Molluscan Hall
This splendid anticlockwise round trip takes in the best of County Pot, the large chambers of Montague Passage, the less well visited Mancunian
Way, and the even less well visited but intriguing Molluscan Hall region. Probably one of the most satisfying round-trips in Ease Gill Caverns,
with some excellent navigational challenges too. A prior clockwise recce trip to Ease Gill Aven is recommended to learn the route.
Tackle
➢ 1x 7m ladder with appropriate lifeline, or 1x 12m SRT rope for County entrance pitch.
➢ A second 22m rope is required to pull-through down Ease Gill Aven to avoid reliance on the in-situ rope.
➢ A few slings are recommended (to assist with various climbs throughout the route).
Before pulling the rope through on Ease Gill Aven, ensure you know your way out via Molluscan Hall. Either scout ahead (it is only about 15
minutes to Molluscan Hall), or better, arrange a prior clockwise recce trip. The area between the bottom of Ease Gill Aven and the start of the
Dismal Junction wet crawl is short but navigationally complex; and the route up to and through Dismal Bypass is even more complex.
The Main Drain becomes impassable in fairly wet conditions and can be avoided by taking the Manchester Bypass which joins at Main Line
Terminus (see separate description). Dismal Junction requires low water but can be avoided via the Dismal Bypass. Therefore, this trip can be
undertaken in reasonably wet conditions. However, be aware that in the most severe flood conditions the upper parts of County Pot can
become hazardous and Ease Gill Aven becomes very unpleasant. This is a demanding and strenuous trip.
County Pot to Stop Pot via Upper Trident:
Follow the route to Stop Pot via Upper Trident described in the separate description. You could also go via Poetic Justice or Manchester Bypass
(which joins at Main Line Terminus, after Stop Pot). However, Upper Trident is probably the finest route involving the least amount of crawling
you ll e doi g ple ty of this late i the t ip at either Dismal Junction or in the Dismal Bypass).
Stop Pot to the Mancunian Way and Ease Gill Aven:
Climb up the ladder (belay essential) into the passage above. Follow this passage (which requires rather a lot of awkward up and down through
boulders) for 75m to reach a wide and dry junction chamber, Main Line Terminus. The Manchester Bypass route from County Pot enters on the
left, however, the route onwards continues in the large passage straight ahead.
The passage quickly develops a trench in the floor (keep right initially then cross to the left wall) and then opens out into Monster Cavern; from
here things get big! Stomp over boulders through Monster Cavern; after 50m the passage turns left, and another 50m it turns right and then Snail
Cavern is reached, although it is hard to distinguish where Monster ends, and Snail starts. Snail Cavern ends where the passage gets slightly smaller
(with some taped formations on the right), before very quickly opening out into the blackness of Cornes Cavern; the largest of the passages.
Immediately on entering Cornes Cavern, rather than descending the boulder slope, stay high and go left alo g a f a tu e i the o k. This ea hes
a narrow downward rift. Squeeze into this rift and drop down to floor level where an easy squeeze enters the crawl which marks the start of the
Mancunian Way. This is not immediately obvious until you are almost in it. The route is however quite well worn.
The Mancunian Way starts as an easy crawl, soon degenerating to a flat-out crawl over mud pebbles. After about 80m the passage abruptly ends
and the way on is a very low dug crawl on the left with the narrowest bit near the end. After 20m this reaches a chamber. Follow this around to the
right and through a choke (ignoring all pits in the floor) to soon reach another small chamber. The initially obvious way on here appears to be some
more pits in the floor under the left wall; however, the actual way on is a less obvious flat-out crawl under the right wall behind a boulder.
After only several metres, this crawl reaches the head of a small 10m pitch called Ease Gill Aven.
Ease Gill Aven, at the time of writing, has a fixed rope from unapproved anchors as a navigational marker. However, you should install your own
rope from suitable belays. The pitch drops several metres, and bells out; therefore, is not free-climbable. In all but dry conditions, there will be
some water going down Ease Gill Aven; however, if this is anything more than a small stream, you should think twice before proceeding.
Ease Gill Aven to Molluscan Hall:
From the bottom of Ease Gill Aven, the next step is to find the route to Molluscan Hall. This is little more than a few hundred metres away, but is
surprisingly complex and with several routes of varying difficulty and obscurity. Describing this route is challenging. The effort below requires some
refinement with further visits by the author intended for 2018-2019. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that all groups recce the route from
the clockwise direction on a previous trip and do not commit to pulling down the Ease Gill Aven rope until confident of the way through.
At the bottom of Ease Gill Aven, follow the most obvious passage (left if facing away from the rope) and stay high over the first hole in the floor.
Climb down the second hole (an awkward sideways descent) to drop into another lower level passage leading off in two directions. The way on is
right (with your back against the wall you have just come down from). This soon reaches a much more spacious bouldery chamber. Ignore the most
obvious downward route (left) and instead turn right and stay high to a scramble up a rock face leading up into a bedding passage. Stay high and
this passage quickly develops into a wide crawl in extremely thick and clay-like mud.
There are three options to reach Molluscan Hall from here (the third is probably the easiest to navigate).
(1) Follow the muddy bedding passage (ignoring several holes) to where it reaches an apparent end at an intimidating slippery climb down
broken by a jammed block. At the bottom of the climb this soon reaches the streamway which should be followed upstream for 30-40m.
It is then necessary to climb out of the streamway on the right and then 3-4m up through slippery blocks into the start of Molluscan Hall,
a boulder-filled chamber 3-4m above the stream ith st a ge a o slot/t e h u i g alo g the e t e of the oof several metres
above (this is a useful landmark to confirm you are in the correct place).
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(2) Alternatively, at the slippery climb down at the end of the muddy bedding passage detailed in (1), stay high and traverse over the top of
the climb and then over jammed blocks for several metres, before dropping down into a boulder chamber. Follow the most obvious path
down through the boulders (forwards, and down to the left) to enter the start of Molluscan Hall at the same location as (1).
(3) Alternatively, take a small, clean, U-shaped rock-channel crawl that leads off on the right from the muddy bedding passage a short
distance before reaching the slippery climb detailed in (1). About 15-20m along this crawl, a step upwards enters a small chamber. The
way on from here is a wide traverse over a drop. This looks rather exposed, but the shelves on both sides are solid and it can be tackled
by straddling the drop. The traverse ends at a 2m climb down boulders into the start of Molluscan Hall at the same location as (1).
Wriggle along between the right wall (if facing away from the climb down from the route three traverse) and an enormous slab and continue
onwards above the stream for about 20m to locate an obvious climb down to the stream (there is an old sling abandoned on this climb at the time
of writing to act as a navigational marker). At the bottom of this climb, just across the stream is the start of a boulder choke leading up into Upper
Molluscan Hall, and below this, the water issues from the route out via Dismal Junction. There is some green paint on a waist-height boulder.
Dismal Junction to Platypus Junction (low water only):
The route out via Dismal Junction is certainly the quickest but involves several minutes of rather aquatic crawling. This starts where the water
issues out from the boulders underneath Upper Molluscan Hall and commences as a very wet crawl following the water upstream. This lowers
even more, and an obvious stream enters from the right (Dismal Junction itself). This is the water coming from Sylvester Pot, and despite looking
like a more inviting route, this is not the way. Instead, continue straight ahead in a wet, low and cobbled crawl. After a few minutes the going gets
easier and soon you find yourself back on your feet. A few minutes further, Platypus junction is reached (with a platypus shaped rock protruding
from the right wall if you are feeling imaginative), with a stream entering from the left (Spout Hall) and straight ahead (Razor Passage).
Dismal Bypass to Platypus Junction (avoids wetness but by no means easier):
Climb up the boulders into Upper Molluscan Hall; this involves entering the choke on the right at the top of the rock slope, a few metres above the
stream and then performing a spiralling upward climb through the choke of about 10m. There is little horizonal deviation. There are many smaller
loose lo ks all the ay up, so take it i tu s a d do t follo too lose togethe . At the top, the blackness of Upper Molluscan Hall beckons. This
is a fine chamber with some excellent straws at the far top end. As you look towards the end of the chamber with the straws, a high muddy
traverse along the left wall can be followed for 5m to a sloping downward crawl which marks the start of the Dismal Bypass.
The Dismal Bypass is about 30 minutes of bruising and, in places, gloopy crawls and is by no means an easier or more pleasant route. Follow the
low crawl through several twists and turns for 20m and then step up a metre or so in incredibly thick and deep gloopy mud and into a wider crawl.
(take care to avoid taking a less obvious route off on the right just before this step up, as this leads into Iraqnophobia, the wrong way). The liquid
mud swiftly ends, and the crawl ahead is decorated with stal on either side. At the end of this crawl you need to deviate off slightly to the right to
rise up a steep slope into Funnel Chamber. A few minutes beyond Funnel Chamber, the Gallery Extensions are reached.
The Gallery Extensions are a sizable chamber with a very gloopy muddy path leading along the left wall past some stal, ending at a splendid
viewpoint of a white stal pillar, and in the distant background, some fine while flowstone. Do not proceed beyond here. The way on however is
back at the start of the chamber, down an unobvious rift/slot. This drops 2m onto a slippery slope which leads down into a small chamber
underneath the Gallery Extensions.
From this small chamber, with your back to the sloping rock you have just come down, right is another route into Iraqnophobia (ignore). Keep left
and along a crawl. After several metres this reaches a flat-out crawl through a puddle (chest in water). The route beyond becomes a bit confused;
approximately 5 minutes of mostly awkward crawling and squirming in a narrow passage with the route frequently obscured by blocks but no real
wrong turns. Eventually, a more open area is reached (probably with the sound of water) and dropping down to the left reaches the County Pot
streamway. Follow the water downstream for 20m to Platypus Junction (with a second stream, from Spout Hall, entering on the right).
Outwards from Platypus Junction via Razor Passage:
The finest end to the round trip is to exit via Razor Passage; a splendid section of cave which minimises retracing of earlier steps. From the
downstream side of Platypus Junction, looking upstream, go straight on (passing under the start of Dismal Bypass). The route essentially follows
the water all the way upstream to Broadway in County Pot, but with a few navigational quirks. Firstly, after 25m, take the left fork and then go
upstream to reach a large area of boulders. Scramble awkwardly up through a i do i the oulde s to rejoin the water in a chamber. Across
this chamber, take another climb up with the water and then keep following the water upstream.
E e tually, Toadstool ju tio is ea hed ith a p o i e t toadstool rock bollard. Right here leads quickly to a 4m climb up and is not the way;
instead keep left and follow the water upstream (including some awkward cascade climbs) to emerge into Broadway, back where you started.
Locate the climb on the left after about 10m leading up to the bottom of the County Pot entrance pitch. Above the pitch, follow the obvious
passage up several climbs to reach the bottom of the County Pot entrance shaft after about 40m.
Outwards from Platypus Junction via Spout Hall:
If Razor Passage is a little wet (some of the cascades can get a bit exciting in wet weather), take the other upstream route at Platypus Junction (left,
if facing the junction from the downstream side). This is follo ed upst ea fo a out
ia so e a o sli e o k fo atio s alo g the edge
of the passage, before lowering to a crawl on cobbles in the stream and then, 25m further, enlarging into the dramatic Spout Hall. Climb up the
water spout, and you will find yourself back where your adventure started.
Follow the water upstream, keeping right at two forks, to reach Showerbath Aven and then down into Broadway. Keep to the left wall and locate
the climb on the left several metres along Broadway leading up to the bottom of the County Pot entrance pitch. Above the pitch, follow the
obvious passage up several climbs to reach the bottom of the County Pot entrance shaft after about 40m.
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Wretched Rabbit to Stop Pot
Wretched Rabbit is passable in reasonably wet conditions, although in rare extreme flood the beck can rise into the entrance. In fairly wet
conditions the Main Drain will flood at Eureka Junction, however, there is a dry bypass to Stop Pot via Four Ways Chamber which is described
below and which is worth all regular Ease Gill explorers knowing (it can also be used as a Eureka Junction bypass for trips down County Pot,
providing the Main Drain has not flooded all the way up from Eureka Junction to where Wretched Rabbit/County Pot merge).
For confident climbers, no tackle is required for this route. For less able climbers a 40m hand line and 5m ladder is recommended.
The entrance is a crawl which very quickly leads to the top of four challenging climbs with a chunky in-situ rope to demonstrate the route. A 40m
rope should span all the climbs and a short (5m) ladder for the first climb is recommended for less experienced groups. At the bottom of the final
climb, continue along the passage to a large walled hole in the floor (there may be lots of water falling here in wet weather). Traverse around the
left side of the hole and into the passage directly beyond.
Note that at the otto of this alled hole i the floor is a route k o as Spiral Stair ase leadi g to Gypsu Ca ern and Stop Pot. This route
is more flood-prone and requires settled weather, but provides an interesting alternative. A description of this (named Wretched Rabbit to
Easter Grotto) can be found online at the Braemoor.co.uk website, a splendid resource for alternative descriptions.

The route from here to Eureka Junction (or Four Ways Chamber for the dry bypass) takes about 40 minutes; it is mostly easy navigation and so the
following description highlights some of the key landmarks on the route. Where not specified, just follow your nose.
This passage twists and turns for some distance (including via a blocky chamber where the way on is straight ahead) until several easy climbs down
trickling cascades are reached; follow these down.
The next landmark feature is a huge chunky stalactite, 3m high and which ends at head height (keep looking up); an impressive feature!
The passage then enlarges at a point where a slope of black cobbles leads to a choke straight ahead; the way on is a 1m step up on the right and
into continuing passage. A flowstone blockage is then stooped/crawled under, and a 1.5m drop down into a stream passage is reached. Drop down
here and continue straight ahead and traverse over a few holes.
Very soon, a larger hole drops 2m to black cobbled bedding, drop down and follow the crawl downstream. This crawl soon enlarges and develops
scoured stal. After approximately 40m of crawling, the route returns to narrow stream passage and develops back to walking height. From this
point there is a choice of two routes to Stop Pot.
Dry route via Four Ways Chamber:
Immediately after the crawling ends there are a few 3-4m climbs up on the left side of the passage. The first is encountered almost immediately
after the wide bedding narrows back to a canyon passage, and the second is 5-6m further along. These all lead up into Four Ways Chamber, an
elongated dry blocky chamber which is the start of the dry bypass route to Stop Pot (bypassing Eureka Junction in the Main Drain). At the far end
of Four Ways Chamber, wriggle through a wall of blocks and then, beyond the blocks, enter a low crawl on the right. Keep right along this crawl,
which soon becomes lower and flat-out, before emerging after about 30m into Stop Pot part way up the boulders. Right, down the boulders leads
to the Main Drain, however, ascending the boulders straight ahead reaches the top of Stop Pot and the iron ladder up to Montague Passage.
Traditional route via Eureka Junction:
At the end of the bedding crawls, continue down Wretched Rabbit passage for about 60m. A passage then enters on the left (this is the route
to/from County Pot) but ignore this and continue straight on for another 25m to reach Eureka Junction, a T-junction in the Main Drain.
Water at Eureka Junction should be no more than knee-deep (often it is much lower). If it is any higher, you should only proceed if you have
absolute confidence that water levels are falling and have no chance of rising further.
At Eureka Junction, turn right (upstream) and follow the walking passage. After 100m a boulder collapse is reached. The finest route through here
is a low wet stoop in the water, following the left wall as far as possible; once no further (reasonable) progress along the left wall can be made,
above is a 2m climb up onto a rock shelf where a crawl continues along the left wall above the water to exit the boulder choke (other routes
through the choke, which include a wide low bedding crawl on the right, are available but are less pleasant).
Beyond the choke, follow the water upstream for a very short distance to the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders. A climb up the boulders on the
right to the top of the chamber reaches an iron ladder leading towards Lancaster Hole and Cow Pot.
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Pool Sink to Stop Pot
In wet conditions the pool at the entrance rises and water flows into the entrance crawl, meaning this, and the pitches can become hazardous.
The lower passages connecting through to Holbeck Junction will also flood. Settled weather is essential for this route into Ease Gill Caverns.
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o

No the

Ca i g is available on the CNCC website (courtesy of CNCC Technical Group).

The cave has anchors to allow the cave to be rigged conventionally, or as a pull-through if exiting elsewhere. If planning on performing a pull
through, two 50m ropes are essential (one as an emergency in the event that the first gets stuck). Pool Sink provides a very clean, simple and quick
way into the upper Ease Gill system, or an excellent standalone trip, and is often greatly overlooked by many cavers. The route from the bottom of
the final pitch to Stop Pot is a little complex and it is advisable to learn this on a previous trip before committing to any pull throughs.
The small rectangular entrance crawl leads to an awkward bend in a tight tube. Beyond here the cave gets bigger. Follow the water downstream
via four fine pitches all of which are simple to rig. The first is broken by two rebelays. The second pitch involves a long traverse over holes in the
floor to the Y-hang; at the bottom a swing over to a Y-hang rebelay commences the third pitch (the second and third pitches can be rigged with
one rope). The fourth (final) pitch involves a long and exposed winding traverse over the pitch before the Y-hang is reached.
After the fourth pitch, follow the water downstream in a tall passage, and over boulders. Just before the floor-level route becomes impassable,
climb up onto a ledge on the left and into a crawl. This crosses the stream below and winds back down to the stream again via some oxbows. A
descending traverse then passes the Bacon Slicer (a huge angled piece of shattered serrated limestone) and leads down to the stream.
In the stream, a few oxbows on the right are passed and a section of stooping/crawling leads to a squeeze past a block. A short distance
downstream a seemingly blank wall is encountered, which is actually a huge obstructing block, which can be crawled under in the water. In the
chamber beyond here, the stream continues downstream into lowering passage until a crawl on the right is located. This leads, after a short
distance, to the Ease Gill Main Drain, emerging on a low shelf from behind a block.
Go upstream for 30m to reach Holbeck Junction. Climb up the boulder slope on the left, and then turn left (right/straight on leads to Gypsum
Caverns). This passage enlarges and soon the Main Drain water is located again at the foot of boulders. After several metres at stream level, the
water drops down a small cascade against the right wall; it is possible to follow at water level all the way to Stop Pot but this is rather low and wet.
A better route can be taken by climbing up 3m and scrambling over the large blocks several metres above the stream for about 70m (ignoring a
steep slope of blocks going upward on the left). Eventually the blocks end and you are returned down to water level. Just ahead at this point,
another large slope of boulders leads steeply up into the blackness of Stop Pot.
For Wretched Rabbit or County Pot, follow the water downstream a short distance from the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders. A boulder choke is
quickly reached. Evaluate the water levels carefully before proceeding. Against the right wall, crawl along a rock shelf about 1m above the water
for about 3-4m and then drop into the water. Continue along the right wall, initially as a low stoop/crawl in the water, to emerge from the choke.
The stream passage then enlarges to splendid walking proportions and after 100m Eureka Junction is reached, with an obvious passage entering on
the left. Only a short distance up this left passage a fork is reached: Left goes towards Wretched Rabbit, and right goes towards County Pot.
For Lancaster Hole/Cow Pot, ascend the boulders in Stop Pot to an iron ladder leading up into the dry Montague Passage, where a two hour route
of mostly horizontal caving leads to Fall Pot where the routes out via Cow Pot and Lancaster Hole diverge (see separate descriptions).

Top Sink to Stop Pot
Top Sink is the uppermost sink for water into Ease Gill Caverns and requires dry and settled weather.
Rigging: The iggi g topo f o

No the

Ca i g is a aila le o the CNCC e site ou tesy of CNCC Te h i al G oup .

No CNCC description has yet been written for Top Sink or Boundary Pot. Hopefully one will be added at some point in the future.
The description for the Ease Gill Traverse (Top Sink all the way to Pippikin or Link Pot) f o the guide ook Not fo the Fai t Hea ted , page 82
(Mike Cooper) should be consulted for the route from Top Sink to Stop Pot. This can be performed as a pull-through of the two short pitches
(Walrus Pot and Penknife Pitch), beyond which the navigation to reach Stop Pot is complex and is best explained by this excellent book.
The rope on Walrus Pot in Top Sink frequently gets stuck when groups try to pull-through. Always have a second rope for Penknife Pitch just in
case, to avoid getting stranded. Never pull through on the pitches unless you are very confident in the route onwards. A trip to Stop Pot and out
again via Top Sink is recommended to familiarise yourself with the route before committing to a pull-through.
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ROUTES FROM STOP POT
Stop Pot to Wretched Rabbit
Wretched rabbit is the only exit from upper Ease Gill which can be used without any pre-rigging; although the climbs near the entrance are
challenging and a rope to assist less experienced climbers is useful. Two routes are available for the first section; one which goes via the Main Drain
through the Stop Pot Choke to Eureka Junction, which is the nicest route but should not be attempted if the Main Drain water is high. The second
route bypasses the Main Drain completely to enable exit in wetter conditions.
Dry route (for use in wet conditions when the Main Drain is impassable):
While descending the boulders of Stop Pot from the ladder towards the Main Drain, keep right a d spi al a ou d the ha e , rather than
heading straight down towards the water. This ea hes a i do leading into a flat-out rocky crawl with some stal. Keep left along this crawl and
after 30m this reaches Four Ways Chamber. The chamber continues beyond a wall of boulders; there are two ways through here; the most obvious
is a 1m crawl over a rock slab through a s ua e i do , however there is an exposed and slippery drop down on the other side; the easier way
through the blocks is an upward slot to the right of the rock slab route.
Once through the blocks, there are several holes which can be climbed down into Wretched Rabbit Passage below; the easiest is found at the far
end of the chamber where a feet-first slot drops diagonally down into Wretched Rabbit Passage about 100m upstream of Eureka Junction, thus
having bypassed the most flood-responsive parts of the route.
Follow the trickling water in the bedding crawls upstream and see the Traditional Route below starting from the third paragraph.
Traditional route (for use in low water conditions):
At the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders, follow the river downstream to a boulder choke. Evaluate the water levels carefully before proceeding.
Against the right wall, crawl along a rock shelf about 1m above the water for about 3-4m and then drop into the water. Continue along the right
wall, initially as a low stoop/crawl in the water, to emerge from the choke. The stream passage then enlarges to splendid walking proportions and
after 100m Eureka Junction is reached, with an obvious passage entering on the left.
Only a short distance up this left passage a fork is reached: Left goes towards Wretched Rabbit, and right goes towards County Pot.
Taking the Wretched Rabbit branch (left) the passage passes under the drop in from the dry route (Four Ways Chamber) after 60m and then lowers
to a crawl in a cobbled bedding with stal pillars. Follow the scoured bedding crawl upstream for 40m until you are at the bottom of a rift where you
can climb up into a higher passage leading off. Climb up into this passage and follow it to the right. Another hole is then crossed (also coming up
from further along the bedding). Stay high and ignore any further holes in the floor.
After a minute the passage develops into a narrow meandering canyon. Immediately after a bend to the right, watch out for a 1.5m climb up into a
higher passage leading off straight ahead, just above a left bend in the lower passage, and easily missed. Climb up into this higher passage (this can
be a little awkward) and follow it, stooping under a flowstone blockage, then reaching a 1m step down into a small chamber where a slope of black
cobbles directly ahead leads down to a choke, but the way on is to the left into the continuing passage.
The next notable feature is an enormous chunky stalactite which you pass underneath, the end of which is at head height.
The next feature is a series of climbs up trickling waterfalls. A 3m then 1.5m climb (very easy) followed by a right hand turn (do not continue
upwards; a common mistake) leads into the continuing passage. A further climb up a perfectly smooth chute is reached a few minutes later; climb
up this and cross the pit in the floor. This awkward climb can be bypassed just before it on the right by a climb up black cobbles and then climbing
up the aforementioned pit.
Continuing onwards in the passage, simply follow the only obvious route for several more minutes of twisting narrow passage to emerge at a large
walled hole (this may have water falling in wet conditions). Climb around this to the right and continue onwards into the large rift ahead. Ignore a
climb on the left which has a fixed rope, and continue straight ahead to reach the bottom of four staggered climbs (usually with fixed ropes to aid
route-finding). The first is an easy climb 5m up a steep slope; however, the climbs get progressively more vertical and more challenging. Rigging
your own rope is recommended to assist less experienced climbers in the group.
At the top of the final climb a short crawl emerges to the surface.
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Stop Pot to County Pot (via Upper Trident)
This route out of County requires the pre-rigging of the first pitch (7m ladder or 12m rope). This pitch is only two minutes below the entrance,
meaning it can easily be done on-route to other upstream entrances if a through-trip is planned.
This route goes via Eureka Junction and is not suitable for very wet conditions when water in the Main Drain is too high. In such circumstances,
Four Ways Chamber (see Wretched Rabbit description) can be used to reach the Wretched Rabbit/Country Pot merger, providing the water has
not backed up this far, or alternatively you can exit County via the Manchester Bypass. Be aware that in exceptional flood conditions, the upper
reaches of Country Pot also become a bit hazardous. The Upper Trident pitch can be free climbed (with great care) meaning only the County Pot
entrance pitch needs to be pre-rigged for experienced parties. A spare rope is recommended for less experienced climbers.
At the bottom of the Stop Pot boulders, follow the river downstream to a boulder choke. Evaluate the water levels carefully before proceeding.
Against the right wall, crawl along a rock shelf about 1m above the water for about 3-4m and then drop into the water. Continue along the right
wall, initially as a low stoop/crawl in the water, to emerge from the choke. The stream passage then enlarges to splendid walking proportions and
after 100m Eureka Junction is reached, with an obvious passage entering on the left.
Only a short distance up this left passage a fork is reached: Left goes towards Wretched Rabbit, and right goes towards County Pot.
Follow the County Pot route up a gradually enlarging impressive stream passage to reach a large junction just after some boulders, with another
large passage entering on the left (straight on continues to the bottom of the Poetic Justice route pitch which cannot be free-climbed). Take the
left route and follow upstream. After about 100m watch out for a 3m climb up onto a broad shelf on the right (just before a left then right turn in
the passage, and about 40m before the passage ends abruptly at the bottom of a 10m pitch with the water entering from above). This climb may
require a little bit of trial and error to find.
This li

is a it t i ky a d a sli g to lasso a s all sharp o k k o

o the floo at the top of the li

is pa ti ula ly useful here!

At the top of this climb are a few more steps up, and then continue along the passage and traverse over a hole in the floor to reach a chamber
where a 5m climb up is required (the Upper Trident pitch). There is usually a fixed rope here to verify you are in the right place. About 4m before
the end of the chamber on the right is the start of the easiest climbing route, up two smooth 1.5m steps and then along a balcony against the right
wall of the chamber. An exposed step up is then required into the small passage opposite; a sling/spare rope may be installed if required for the
safety of less experienced climbers in the group on this final step across.
At the top of the climb, traverse to the right, around the large hole, and then through a short crawl over a scoured floor to emerge into a walking
height passage (there may be quite a lot of water sloshing about here in wet conditions, and at other times it may be almost dry). Go right along
this passage but then keep left and after 15m you will reach the top of a small, clean washed boulder slope descending steeply on the right (this
may be a little unobvious). Go down the slope and keep continuing down to enter Battle of Britain Chamber after 10m.
The exit from Battle of Britain Chamber is at floor level beneath the wall OPPOSITE the wall through which you entered. Another slope down blocks
reaches a junction; take the most obvious route (left) to soon drop 1m off a shelf into a stream passage.
Right goes to a climb down into the impressive Spout Hall after 5m (useful for confirming you are in the right place), but go left (upstream). Keep
right at two forks in the stream passage and continue upstream to reach, after 100m, a slope up on the right at Showerbath Aven, and then, at the
top of the slope, a slope down into Broadway, a splendid large tunnel.
Follow the left wall up Broadway for 6-7m to locate a challenging (and unobvious) 3m climb up the left wall into a higher passage. This climb is
particularly demanding, and a long sling flung around a rock hump in the floor at the top left of the climb will be of great assistance.
Only metres along this passage the ladder/rope you rigged earlier on the County Pot entrance pitch will be found. At the top of the rope/ladder,
follow the steeply ascending winding passage for about 40m to the bottom of the County Pot entrance shaft.
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Stop Pot to County Pot (via Manchester Bypass)
This route requires the pre-rigging of the first pitch (7m ladder or 12m rope). This pitch is only two minutes below the entrance, meaning it can
easily be done on-route to other upstream entrances if a through-trip is planned. Carrying a short (20m) rope as a handline or belay on the climbs
and fixed ladders of the Manchester Bypass is recommended.
This route to get to County Pot from Stop Pot does not go anywhere near the Main Drain and is therefore one of the few routes out of County
that may be passable in very wet conditions. Be aware that in extreme flood even the upper reaches of County Pot can become hazardous.
Note: This is not an easy route! Several awkward climbs and narrow passages must be negotiated.
Climb up the fixed ladder at the top of Stop Pot (belay essential) and into the passage above. Follow this passage (which requires rather a lot of
awkward up and down through boulders) for 75m to reach a wide and dry junction chamber, Main Line Terminus. The route towards Lancaster
Hole continues in the large passage straight on here (straight across the chamber). Instead, take the route to the left, which leads across a floor of
muddy boulders. As soon as you have departed Main Line Terminus onto these boulders, keep to the right wall (keeping left will take you to Carrot
Chamber) to reach a 1m drop from a shelf into a passage at a T-junction (this is called Main Line Passage).
Go left and follow this fine passage, well decorated with straws, gradually upwards for about 80m, where it suddenly ends. Ahead, a 1m shelf leads
into a flat-out crawl. Approximately 5m along this crawl, turn right and ascend a rift into the very large and muddy Old English Chamber. Take care
not to miss this ascending rift on the right (the crawl does carry on ahead).
Drop back down another hole only a few metres away from where you entered the chamber and back into a low crawl. This is the start of Spangle
Passage, approximately 80m of narrow passage involving some awkward sideways squeezing. The route passes through three tiny chambers; the
first of which the way on is right as you enter, over slabs, the second has a nice 60cm stal column in an alcove, and the third has a slab blocking the
passage at the point of entry. A short distance after the third chamber, drop 2m down in the rift passage to reach the top of a 3m awkward climb
down into Brown and Smelly Chamber. This is a slippery climb. There is an in-situ handline which should not be trusted; if assistance is required
you should rig your own handline or abseil rope.
Across the floor of Brown and Smelly Chamber a hole in the floor leads into a crawl. After 10m an in-situ iron ladder is reached (belay essential).
This leads down into a chamber. Ascend boulders to the top of this chamber and through a 4m long flat-out crawl. Then make a further 5-10m
forward progress over the top of a pile of boulders to a 3m climb down on the other side.
Progress forward another several metres and climb up 2m into Battle of Britain Chamber.
The exit from Battle of Britain Chamber is at floor level under the opposite wall (only a few metres away), where a narrow slope leads steeply
down blocks to a junction where water will be heard; take the most obvious route (left) to soon drop 1m off a shelf into a stream passage.
Right goes to a climb down into the impressive Spout Hall after 5m (useful for confirming you are in the right place), but go left (upstream). Keep
right at two forks in the stream passage and continue upstream to reach, after 100m, a slope up on the right at Showerbath Aven, and then, at the
top of the slope, a slope down into Broadway, a splendid large tunnel.
Follow the left wall up Broadway for 6-7m to locate a challenging (and unobvious) 3m climb up the left wall into a higher passage. This climb is
particularly demanding, and a long sling flung around a rock hump in the floor at the top left of the climb will be of great assistance.
Only metres along this passage the ladder/rope you rigged earlier on the County Pot entrance pitch will be found. At the top of the rope/ladder,
follow the steeply ascending winding passage for about 40m to the bottom of the County Pot entrance shaft.
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Stop Pot to Fall Pot
If exiting at Lancaster Hole or Cow Pot, you must pre-rig the pitches for your route out before commencing any through-trip. Carrying a 30m
rope is recommended to belay the Stop Pot ladder and as a handline for Stake Pot.
Stop Pot to Stake Pot:
Climb up the ladder (belay essential) into the passage above. Follow this passage (which requires rather a lot of awkward up and down through
boulders) for 75m to reach a wide and dry junction chamber, Main Line Terminus. The Manchester Bypass route from County Pot enters on the
left, however, the route onwards continues in the large passage straight on. This passage quickly develops a trench in the floor (keep right initially
then cross to the left wall) and then opens out into Monster Cavern; from here things get big! Stomp over boulders through Monster Cavern; after
50m the passage turns left, and another 50m it turns right and then Snail Cavern is reached, although it is hard to distinguish where Monster ends,
and Snail starts. Snail Cavern ends where the passage gets slightly smaller (with some taped formations on the right), before very quickly opening
out into the blackness of Cornes Cavern; the largest of the chambers.
At the far end of Cornes Cavern, on the right is the start of The Minarets, a rather unique series of three short walking height passages. The first
passage ends at a low crawl under the left wall; the second also ends with a low crawl under the left wall, and the third (the most well decorated
and impressive) ends and reaches a wall of boulders, with a scramble up through a hole into Oakes Cavern, another large blocky chamber.
The route onward is at the far end of Oakes Cavern and leads uphill between large boulders into another chamber. This is the start of Oxbow
Corner. From the top of the boulders, the most obvious route ahead is a long downward slope of boulders which ultimately leads to the stream.
However, do not be tempted by this, and instead, only a short distance down the slope f o the su
it of the boulders, keep to the left into a
well-worn but initially unobvious crawl (this appears to reach a blank wall after a few metres, but the crawl does continue). This crawl reaches a
short enlargement back to walking height in a mud passage before returning to crawling. This soon enlarges back to big passage, at which point a
route on the right leads steeply down blocks towards the Main Drain, but the way on to Stake Pot continues to the left/straight on.
The next few hundred metres is mostly large and in high-level passage with a few stooping sections where the passage almost meets the roof.
There is a lot of work going up and down boulders. Although only a single passage, this can be deceptively complex. The key to the navigation
along this passage is to always remain high; if in doubt look for a high-level and well-worn route onwards.
The first key features are Charybdis and Scylla, two very deep exposed holes leading down to the stream (the stream cannot be accessed from
these however). Charybdis is preceded by a 3m climb down muddy blocks; the way on is then high up on the left, and not down the more obvious
slope ahead. An in-situ traverse rope along the left wall then emphasises the exposed route along the top edge of the hole; tremendous care is
required here as the drop on the right is severe. Another in-site rope along the left wall then demonstrates the route past Scylla.
About 100m further on at high level, The Pai te s Pallet is reached, a multi-coloured black-stained calcite formation and pool on the left side of
the passage. A short distance further, stal formations including Bo s Boss and a trident-like stalactite are passed in large passage. Approximately
afte Bo s Boss the passage e la ges further into the darkness of Stake Pot, with a steep downward slope now the only way ahead (usually
with an in-situ rope to demonstrate the free-climbable route leading down into Stake Pot).
Stake Pot to Fall Pot via high level route:
Descend to the bottom of the slope at Stake Pot. At the bottom, the in-situ rope goes back up the other side of Stake Pot, via a steep, slippery and
awkward broken climb up blocks. This is the route onwards. This can be free-climbed by experienced cavers using the in-situ rope to demonstrate
the route. Once someone experienced is safely up, your own rope may be rigged for less able climbers.
From the top of Stake Pot continue into the enormous passage; after 50m is an easy traverse along the left wall. The following 100m of passage
has many large blocks, is very slippery, and has many deep holes, so extreme care is required. This passage is best traversed initially along the left
side and then crossing (awkwardly) over to the right side. Finally, the passage develops a more solid floor for 50m and ends at a wall of blocks that
mark the edge of Fall Pot. At the start of these blocks (10m back from the edge) a small crawl leads under the blocks at floor level; follow this for a
few metres, drop down, and then crawl a further few metres to reach an exposed slide down a rocky slab (often with fixed rope) into Fall Pot.
Follow down the left wall of Fall Pot. If exiting via Cow Pot, the rope should be seen dropping down the middle of this cavernous chamber.
Stake Pot to Fall Pot via Main Drain:
This route avoids the awkward climb up the far side of Stake Pot but requires low/average water conditions. Prior knowledge of the route up to
Fall Pot from the Main Drain is advantageous. At the bottom of Stake Pot, go down boulders towards the water (right if facing away from where
you have just come). Only 5m down this slope, an exposed 2m drop between boulders is assisted by some metal rungs bolted to the rocks. Below
this, follow the obvious and worn route heading generally down and in a downstream direction (left). A few minutes of navigation through blocks
in a downstream direction is needed before the passage opens out into a magnificent stream passage free from boulders.
Follow the river downstream of the Stake Pot boulder choke for about 400m (initially via three splendid consecutive deep pools, and then some
magnificent stomping streamway). Eventually, the stream widens and takes a left turn just before the downstream sump. Approximately 100m
before the sump is a boulder choke above the stream, directly below Fall Pot. Climb up to the highest point on the balcony of boulders overlooking
the stream. Above this a 2m climb up leads into the boulder choke. There are now several routes. One route is a 3m upwards sloping crawl through
the boulders to reach an awkward (and well-polished) slot sloping upwards on the left. Up this, and then turn right to emerge out from underneath
the boulders back into the vastness of Fall Pot.
Fall Pot to Lancaster Hole or Cow Pot
The descriptions given earlier for Fall Pot to Lancaster Hole or Cow Pot can be followed to exit the system at either of these entrances.
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Stop Pot to Pippikin Pot, Link Pot, Peterson Pot, Bye-George Pot or Mistral Hole
The full Ease Gill Traverse, from Top Sink to Pippikin is perhaps one of the most famous trips in the Yorkshire Dales (although technically the
longest possible trip without diving is Top Sink to Bye George Pot). Other entrances on the east of Ease Gill Beck include Link Pot, Mistral Hole and
Peterson Pot. All of these trips require considerable planning and some pre-rigging of pitches. The route from Top Sink to Pippikin and Link Pot is
des i ed i full i the ook Not fo the Fai t Hea ted Mike Coope ). This is essential reading for anyone considering these trips.
We will make no attempt to provide any alternative to this excellent description.
Dry conditions are essential for this trip as The Wormway (which crosses under Ease Gill Beck) can flood, blocking the way through.
Note that Pippikin, the 88 Foot Pitch, Link and Echo Aven (or, the alternative, Ohce Pot) regularly have abandoned ropes in place. These ropes
come and go with no warning, their integrity is not monitored, and they are not maintained. Many have been in place for considerable time. It is
ESSENTIAL than no assumption of their presence or suitability is made. Always rig your own ropes; even if this requires a separate trip. Many
cavers allow one day to pre-rig all the necessary pitches and then undertake the full traverse on the second day.
It is also recommended to familiarise yourself with the various parts of the system before committing so such a lengthy adventure. Getting lost and
o e due so e he e et ee Top Si k a d Pippiki Pot ill ake fo a athe le gthy sea h a d a e y u happy Ca e ‘es ue o t olle .
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